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Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
Training
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SEO Training

Your Strategic Search Advantage

KNOW
We’re focused. Small and powerful. Experienced and engaged.

We bring you the best SEO team to focus on connecting with your 
prospects when they are asking (a search engine) for help.

Need help with your digital strategy? We can help you develop 
and implement your digital marketing with our proven network 
of service providers.
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SEO Training

SEO FOUNDATION
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SEO Training
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SEO TrainingSearch Users Prefer Organic Listings

PAID SEARCH 
CLICKS

6%

Study of Search Queries
(1.4 billion+ search)

Source: Nielsen
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What Factors Influence Organic Rankings on Google?

On-Page 
SEO

Page and Content 
Optimization

Off-Page
SEO

Web Site Promotion

Content Aligned
w/Search Intent Link Building

Guest 
Blogging

Social Media

Keyword
Optimization

Page Speed

Images

On-page SEO involves 
optimizing content, 

meta tags, and other 
elements on your own 

site’s pages.

Off-page SEO 
involves any activities 
that drive awareness 
and referral traffic to 
your site from other 

sites.

Technical 
SEO

Crawling and Indexing

Sitemaps

Site Architecture

URL Formatting

Canonicalization
Optimizing for Speed

Redirects

Robots.txt
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SEO Training

YMYL and EAT
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SEO TrainingYour Money or Your Life (YMYL)
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SEO Training
Expertise, Authoritativeness, and Trustworthiness 
(E-A-T) You need to demonstrate expertise in your field. (Expertise)

• Your About Us and Contact Us pages need to be easy to find. 
Always include these pages in your footer and in your website 
menus. 

• Use the About Us page to clearly prove your expertise and 
knowledge – tell Google and your customers why they should 
trust you. Tell readers what you are doing to ensure your 
products and brand meet industry standards for quality and 
professionalism.

You need to prove the person writing your blogs, articles, and other 
content is an authority in your field. (Authority)

• Every single blog, article, whitepaper, and other pieces of 
collateral must have an author byline and bio. Include the 
author’s name and credentials at the top of the page and 
insert the bio at the bottom. 

You need to show that your website is trusted by other experts and 
professionals. (Trust)

• Use endnotes and references to support all statements of fact, 
benefits, and research in your website and marketing content 
– Google and the FDA expect to see these. You will be 
penalized if you don’t include endnotes and references.

• Include customer reviews and testimonials on your website –
consider including them on every page as a design element. 
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https://knowagency.com/eat-ymyl-5-things/
https://knowagency.com/google-quality-rater-guidelines-october-2021-updates/
https://knowagency.com/website-content-quality-checklists/
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SEO Training

Fundamental Elements 
for a Website
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SEO TrainingWebsite Checklist
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SEO TrainingWriting Content

In September 2022, Google rolled out the “Helpful Content Update”  Here are the questions that 
Google says should be considered when writing content”

1. Is this content helpful?
2. Does this content answer questions and educate?
3. Is the author an industry expert?
4. Would you trust the author and content when making decisions about your health, wellness, and life?
5. Does this content do more than rehash known facts about a subject? 
6. Does your content provide real value when compared to other pages in the search results?
7. Would you recommend this content to a family member?
8. Is the content free of spelling and grammatical errors?
9. Are your website ads and pop-ups small and easy to close?
10.Is it easy to navigate and read your website content?
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Thank you.

Contact us:
www.knowagency.com                    888-241-4205
jane@knowagency.com

Your Strategic Search Advantage
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